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Introduction 

 

Alberta Sustainable Resource Development (SRD) wants to identify opportunities to 

improve wildfire detection effectiveness. The Wildland Fire Operations Research Centre 

of FERIC has identified remote video cameras as a potential technology for fire 

detection.  

 

Video camera technology sophistication and cost have evolved and are now used in a 

variety of applications. There may be potential to use video cameras to augment or 

enhance existing lookout operations. Potential applications include blind spot coverage, 

campground monitoring, and surveillance of slash pile burning.  The systems may be 

used on temporary, mobile towers; thus, adding flexibility to SRD’s existing wildfire 

detection system. 

 

The objective of this project is to determine if commonly available surveillance video 

cameras can be used to detect fires within the criteria set by SRD.  

 

Methods: 

 

A video surveillance system was acquired to evaluate the vision capability, durability and 

 controllability of a pan, tilt, zoom (PTZ) video systems. The camera was equipped with a 

300 mm zoom lens, and UV and polarizer filters.  The camera control system used a 

joystick to move and zoom the camera along with a 19-inch monitor (fig. 1). 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Figure 1.  Gordon Graham (Alberta Sustainable Resources) observes the monitor and 

camera control at the Athabasca Lookout 

 

 The video system was tested to identify target smoke at a given bearing and distance to 

determine range and capability. Smoke sources were set at a range of distances from the 

training tower at the Environmental Training Centre (ETC) in Hinton (fig. 2), and the 

Athabasca lookout tower (fig. 3). 

  



 
 

Figure 2.  Camera mounted in cupola at the ETC lookout tower. 

 



 
 

Figure 3. Camera on stand at the Athabasca Lookout tower. 

 

Although the systems can transmit a video signal up to 15km, the pilot study used a hard 

wire connection between the camera and monitor. Tests were conducted during a variety 

of weather and light conditions. 

  

Smoke was generated by lighting a fire in a portable airtight stove with 4 lengths of 

stovepipe.  Once lit, green boughs were added to the fire, followed by one or two smoke 

bombs.  The smoke bombs had a 3-minute burn time and generated 1132.8 m
3
 (40,000 

ft
3
) of smoke.  The smoke plume generated was white and rose approximately 3 m in the 

air in calm conditions.  The smoke was very susceptible to any wind, and often dispersed 

before reaching 1 m above the smoke stack (fig. 4). 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Greg Baxter generating smoke using an air tight stove and smoke bombs 

 

 

Results and discussion: 

 

Small amounts of smoke could easily be detected at 7 km (fig. 5).  The amount of smoke 

generated in figure 5 could be detected (when the chimney was attached) with the camera 

zoomed out completely.  

 

 

 



 
 

Figure 5. Detectable smoke source (with 3 lengths of stove pipe) located 7 km from 

camera.  Weldwood’s pulp mill in Hinton can be seen in the background. 

 

Camera operators were able to detect smoke at distances up to 20 km, however haze and 

weak background contrast affected detection capability.   Haze is a problem for any 

smoke observation method; therefore, this problem was not unexpected.  The UV and 

polarizer filters did help to decrease haze and increase contrast.   

 

Weak contrast on the monitor was partly a result of the camera’s auto-iris function.  

Because the view almost always included sky and land the auto-iris was forced to 

compensate for highly contrasting light conditions.  A manual iris override is available on 

other cameras, and this feature would enhance smoke detection capability. 

 

Difficulty with depth perception was an unexpected concern during the trials.  During the 

first trials, an observer was asked to find a smoke without knowing the location.  

Unfortunately the smoke ended up in a blind spot, but when the observer contacted the 

crew generating smoke in order to find his location problems arose, partly due to depth 

perception.  Hills that appeared to be right behind the crew’s position were actually many 

kilometers behind the crew.  It was concluded that knowledge of the landscape would be 

important for a camera operator, which could be a problem if cameras are used to monitor 

blind spots that are unfamiliar to tower operators.   

 

A solution to this problem is to have direction and range finding capability as a part of 

the system.  A solution is to use the view pre-set capabilities of the control system.  Pre-

sets with known bearings and distances could be used as reference points for other 



landscape features or smoke sources.  NORSAT (video camera supplier to the project) 

will investigate availability of technology to include range and direction finding. 

 

The camera system was demonstrated to SRD and Parks Canada staff on August 23, 2002 

at the Athabasca lookout tower.  A concern raised at the demonstration was how the 

system would work in a tower that swayed, especially in high winds. Demonstration 

participants also deemed range and direction finding capabilities important. 

 

Conclusions: 
 

 The video camera system is capable of detecting small smoke sources at distances 

up to 20 km, and met expectations for smoke detection.   

 An operational system should have manual iris control, and indicate to the 

operator range and direction of the area being viewed. 

 

Next steps: 

 

An operational trial will be done in 2003 to test the camera at a working lookout tower. 


